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Educators who have worked with the  par-
ents and guardians of students will  

readily acknowledge two truths: first, these 
individuals play a critical role in the education 
of their children; and second, working with 
parents is often not easy! I have found that re-
calling a few basic assumptions before I work 
with parents can help make those occasions 
more productive. Here are a few truths that I 
have learned in my work with parents. 

Parents are concerned, first and foremost, 
with their own child’s education—not 
necessarily that of ALL children. 

We often begin our conversations with parents 
by telling them that we are creating a learning 
environment where all students can achieve 
to their fullest potential. While we as teachers 
know this is the ideal goal of any classroom, 
parents have one concern —their own chil-
dren’s learning—that must be addressed first. 
It is not that parents aren’t concerned about 
other children, but that their primary respon-
sibility is to their own children first. When we 
speak with parents, first discuss the progress 
of their child. When they are satisfied their 
child’s needs are being met in your classroom 
(or school), then it is very appropriate to talk 
about ALL of the children in your class. 

Parents have only their own personal 
experience with mathematics as a 
reference to compare with their child’s. 

Teachers must always remember how differ-
ent the educational experience of the parent 
might have been compared to the present 
experience of their child. Yet their experience 
is all they have to relate to, though most likely 
it was a very different experience. In mathe-
matics especially, many parents did not have 
a pleasant experience—in fact many parent’s 
view of mathematics is colored with the dark 
glasses of their own negative experiences in 
mathematics class. Explain carefully and pa-
tiently that each child CAN learn mathemat-
ics, and that good mathematics teaching can 
give their child a positive experience and a 
lifelong benefit. Then proceed to demonstrate 

to parents how the subject we love is taught 
now. 

Parents trust their own child’s teacher 
more than any other educator. 

We are often told in the media that public ed-
ucation is bad and getting worse. However, no 
matter what parents have heard about “public 
education” they generally hold one strong 
belief that gives us a tremendous advantage 
in our work with parents. The vast majority 
of parents believe THEIR SCHOOL IS WON-
DERFUL (it is the other schools that have the 
problems). In addition, parents in general have 
more respect for their own child’s teacher than 
any other public figure. While this trust should 
not be abused, teachers going into a meeting with 
parents can take comfort in this trust and use it to 
develop a mutual respect of each other’s role. 

Parents are sensitive, caring, intelligent 
people who want information about what 
you’re doing with their children. They 
want to understand, and most want to help! 

We sometimes think the worst of parents when 
their students misbehave or fail to learn. Since 
the majority of teachers are also parents, we 
know better than most that parents are doing 
the best to raise their children to the best of 
their ability and knowledge. While there are 
exceptions, it is to a teacher’s advantage to 
assume the best about parents and help them 
learn the knowledge and information that will 
improve their ability as parents to support and 
help their children. 
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It is now critical that we work together with  
parents to educate students. It is through a   
successful partnership of parents and teachers  
that students best prosper and achieve.  Learning 
to work positively with parents and  guardians is 
as valuable to children as our  good teaching.  
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